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SUTHERLAND PACKAGING ADDS YOUNG SHIN  
GIANT 170S DIECUTTER WITH EZ FEEDER AT NJ HEADQUARTERS 

 
 Schaumburg, IL  (November 28, 2018)  - Phillip Mack, Vice President of Young Shin USA Limited, a 

wholly-owned subsidiary of South Korean-based Young Shin Industries, is pleased to announce that 

Sutherland Packaging has selected the Young Shin Giant 170S flatbed diecutter with EZ Feeder to 

accommodate its growing production requirements at its Andover, New Jersey headquarters.   

Sutherland Packaging is a leader in corrugated point-of-purchase (POP) displays and packaging for 

retail locations and club stores offering highly-precise, high-impact direct print technology for both large 

and small-scale corrugated units.  Working with some of the most recognized brand names in the consumer 

products industry, Sutherland delivers more than 50 years of manufacturing innovation and design 

expertise.    

Sutherland Packaging selected the Giant 170S flatbed diecutter to maximize production and save 

valuable employee time utilizing the unit’s integrated EZ Feeder.  Tom Sutherland, President, remarks, “We 

continue to choose our capital investments wisely to remain true to our corporate objective of delivering 

the highest quality product that achieves the goals of our clients.  With the addition of the Young Shin Giant 

170S, our die cutting equipment remains among the best in the industry, offering clean cuts, in-line 

blanking and automatic stripping for cost savings and high-speed results.” 

The highly-featured Young Shin Giant 170S diecutter can accommodate E, B, A, AB Flute corrugated 

board from 0.05” to ~0.43” at speeds of up to 3,000 sheets per hour.  The unit offers precise center line 

technology with easy and rapid set-up of the die board using the Giant’s center block.  Thin sheets feed 

smoothly and effortlessly with the unit’s EZ Feeder that automates the feeding and conveying systems.  The 

innovative air floating device provides easy withdrawal of the cutting plate for optimum operator efficiency.  
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The Giant 170S offers a wide range of sizes from 33.46” x 25.59” to 66.92” x 47.24” to suit the needs of a 

variety of production requirements.   

 Adding to the benefits that can be realized utilizing Young Shin diecutters, Vice President Mack 

states, “We are honored to be an integral part of the continued growth and expansion of Sutherland 

Packaging’s expanding business and service to its clients.   The installation of the Giant 170S with EZ Feeder 

represents Young Shin’s commitment to provide automated solutions that deliver reliable and flexible 

operations with large format capabilities accommodating oversized output.”  

 To learn more about Young Shin USA, kindly contact Phillip Mack, at 847-598-3611 or via email at 

sales@youngshinusa.com or visit the firm’s comprehensive web site at www.youngshinusa.com. 

###  

 
About Young Shin USA Limited 
Young Shin Industries is an internationally recognized manufacturer of premier flatbed die cutting equipment 
that was established in Daegu, South Korea in 1980. The firm’s superior design, skillful engineering, exacting 
manufacturing standards and devoted factory service and support has propelled Young Shin into one of the 
world’s most prominent providers of superior die cutting and finishing solutions.  Young Shin USA Limited, a 
wholly-owned subsidiary of Young Shin Industries, operates a suburban Chicago headquarters location providing 
sales, service, parts and training dedicated to its clients situated throughout North America making the 
acquisition of a Young Shin product a long-term and highly-favorable return on investment.  For more 
information, please visit the firm’s web site at www.youngshinusa.com. 
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